
HOUSE .... No. 1902

I am returning herewith without my approval Senate
Bill 458 entitled, “An Act prohibiting the granting

OF AN EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT, LICENSE PERMIT OR FRAN-
CHISE FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AT OR
ON AIRPORTS WHICH ARE PUBLICLY OWNED OR CONTROLLED

CONSTRUCTED WHOLLY OR, PARTLY WITH PUBLIC

This Bill restricts the Commonwealth, together with all
ities, towns and other constituted legal authorities from
ving any contract, license, permit or franchise for the

transportation of passengers for hire by public or private
carriers, if “by its terms” such contract, license, permit
or franchise “purports” to give “exclusive right” to serve
the transportational needs at any airport, which is “pub-
licly owned or controlled” or “constructed in whole or
in part with federal, state or other public funds”.

This legislation by its very nature is fraught with many
igers. In many respects the language of this Bill is

too broad. It is impossible to predict its effect on many
cities and towns which are operating under special laws
directly- contrary to the intent of this legislation. Since
the language used renders this legislation applicable to
any publicly' owned or “controlled” airport, it is obvious
that it would affect not only publicly owned airports but
also airports which are privately owned. Serious doubt
exists as to the power of the Commonwealth to impose
conditions arbitrarily upon the operation of airports con-
structed in whole or in part with federal funds.
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As a practical matter this Act fails to take cognizance of
the possibilities of obtaining material income from con-
tracts and rentals which should substantially contribute
to defraying the great construction and maintenance costs
of our public airports. This factor has been considered
essential and indispensable in financing and operating the
greatest airports in this country. It relieves the public
of a tremendous debt load. The policy has the outspoken
support of recognized authorities in the field of airport
management.

After careful study 1 am convinced, if this Bill were to
be enacted into law, the inevitable result thereof would
be the substitution of chaotic conditions in place of orderly
synchronization of public transportation facilities.

This Bill imposes upon existing licensing and adminis-
trative bodies of our governments, whether state, city,
town or otherwise, an arbitrary and restrictive rule which
denies to them the exercise of sound judgment in reaching
decisions which are necessary and consistent with orderly
government and the safety, convenience and welfare of
the public.

Therefore, I am returning this measure without my
approval.

Respectfully youn

MAURICE J. TOBIN.
Governor,


